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Section I: Issues

WFUM has identified the following topics as significant issues facing our community in this quarter:

1. Arts/Humanities:  

2. Children’s Issues:  

3. Civil Rights/Race:  

4. Crime/Safety:  

5. Economy:  

6. Education:  

7. Environment:  

8. Government:  

9. Labor Relations:  

10. Legal System/Court Cases:  

11. Public Health/Medicine:  

12. Social Policy/Welfare:  

13. Transportation:  
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Section II: Responsive Programs

WFUM broadcast programming dealing with the various issues outlined in Section I of this list.  The programming was aired on the 
dates and times as follows:

2. Children’s Issues:

Flint Superintendent Retires
Broadcast on 2012-11-16 at 5:04AM and 7:04AM; Duration 1:00.  The superintendent of Flint Public Schools is 
stepping down. Michigan Radio’s Rina Miller reports.



[CutID: <Cuts> MILLER vcr Flint super retires.wav

Time: 45s

Title: MILLER vcr Flint super retires

Description: MILLER vcr Flint super retires

Out-cue: ]



[Linda Thompson took the helm of the troubled Flint school district in 2008.



The district was hemorrhaging red ink...had a shrinking student population...and poor academic performance.



Thompson eliminated positions. Closed buildings. And privatized some non-instructional services.



Then in June, the Flint Board of Education announced it would not renew Thompson’s contract.

Michigan Watch: Adoption
Broadcast on 2012-11-28 at 5:35AM and 7:35AM; Duration 4:19.  Legislation would give private adoption agencies 
the legal right to turn down prospective parents for any moral or religious reason.  



That�s what�s in a pair of bills being considered by lawmakers in Lansing. 



Lester Graham with Michigan Watch was at the hearing and has this report.



[CutID: <Cuts> ADOPTION.wav

Time: 243s

Title: ADOPTION

Out-cue: ][The bills would guarantee private adoption agencies working on state contracts would be protected from 
rules that could compromise their religious or moral convictions.



The legislation�s sponsor, Kenneth Kurtz, is the Republican chair of the House Committee on Families, Children, 
and Seniors. During testimony, Representative Kurtz described himself as a person of faith who could not sit by and 
watch religious liberties be eroded by government interference.



�This memorializes a law that people of faith can adhere to their convictions without any fear of reprisal  from 
government administrations that wish to discriminate against beliefs regarding on how we should raise our children.�



To be clear, currently there is no proposal to restrict private adoption agencies religious rights or how they choose 
which qualified parents are able to adopt. 



Representative Kurtz calls this preventive legislation.
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Section II: Responsive Programs (Continued)

2. Children’s Issues (Continued):

Legislation - Private Adoption Agencies
Broadcast on 2012-11-27 at 5:45PM; Duration: 04:18.  Legislation would give private adoption agencies the legal 
right to turn down prospective parents for any moral or religious reason.  That�s what�s in a pair of bills being 
considered by lawmakers in Lansing. Lester Graham with Michigan Watch was at the hearing and has this report.

Stateside: Lester Graham on Adoptions Update
Broadcast on 2012-12-05 at 3:00PM; Duration: 12:00.  There are bills moving through the State Legislature that 
could have big impacts on adoptions here in Michigan. Specifically, adoptions through faith-based agencies....



Michigan Radio’s investigative reporter Lester Graham has been following this story for Michigan Watch.

Lester...what exactly would these bills do?

State of Opportunity: Perry Preschool
Broadcast on 2012-12-05 at 6:35AM, 8:35AM and 4:24PM; Duration 4:18.  What if there was a program for kids in 
poverty that guaranteed at least a seven dollar return on investment for every dollar spent. And what if that same 
program could improve graduation rates and significantly reduce crime rates. Sound to go to be true? It�s not. From 
Michigan Radio�s State of Opportunity project, Jennifer Guerra explains:

Stateside: Rick Pluta on Michigan Gun Laws
Broadcast on 2012-12-17 at 3:00PM; Duration: 12:00.  As the nation mourns the 20 young students and 6 teachers 
and school administrators killed Friday in the Connecticut grade school mass shooting...attention here in Michigan 
has been freshly focused on a law that was passed less than 24 hours before the Sandy Hook massacre.



One of the last acts of the lame duck Legislature was to pass legislation that allows those with concealed pistol 
licenses to carry guns into areas that were formerly gun-free: schools, day care centers, hospital, churches, stadiums 
and bars.



Governor Snyder now has to consider whether to sign or veto the legislation.



[CutID: <Cuts> SNYDERguns1.wav

Time: 12s

Title: SNYDERguns1

Description: SNYDER Sat am 12-15

Out-cue: ]



Joining us now...is Michigan Public Radio Lansing Bureau Chief Rick Pluta...



So, Rick, help us understand. Even before this legislation....what does Michigan have in the form of gun 
regulations? 



Start with outlining the difference between OPEN CARRY and CONCEALED CARRY.
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Section II: Responsive Programs (Continued)

2. Children’s Issues (Continued):

Stateside: Rick Pluta on Michigan Gun Laws - UPDATE
Broadcast on 2012-12-18 at 3:00PM; Duration: 12:00.  But first: News out of Lansing today� Governor Snyder was 
presented with Senate Bill 59 this afternoon. This is the bill that would allow people with concealed pistol permits to 
carry guns in schools... and other places.



Rick Pluta � Lansing Bureau Chief for the Michigan Public Radio Network - has been chasing this story� Rick� you 
and I spoke just yesterday afternoon� at that point the Governor said he was still considering whether to SIGN or 
VETO the measure. Now, it�s sounding like he�s preparing to VETO it... 



What do we know right now?



Sponsor of the bill state Senator Mike Green is saying he�s heard the Governor is planning to veto it�



Knew the Gov was not happy with it before



Skeptic last week but the events on Fri just reinforced his thinking



6000+ yesterday at noon; More than 20,000 by today � 70 percent opposition

State of Opportunity: The Effect of Stress and Trauma on Military Kids
Broadcast on 2012-12-19 at 6:35AM and 8:35AM; Duration 4:09.  We�ve been hearing a lot about the effect of 
stress and trauma on kids the last few days. 



It can have a profound effect on kids, getting them labeled as �at risk� youth and causing problems down the line. 



As Michigan Radio�s Sarah Alvarez explains, one group of kids that endure this stress and trauma on a regular basis 
is those with parents in the military.  



[CutID: <Cuts> Militaryfinalmixdown1.wav

Time: 249s

Title: Militaryfinalmixdown1

Out-cue: ]



This story was informed by the Public Insight Network



Support for State of Opportunity comes from the W.K. Kellogg Foundation, a partner with communities where 
children come first.

Flint School Board Picks Interim Superintendent
Broadcast on 2012-12-19 at 5:04AM, 6:04AM, 7:04AM, 8:04AM, 10:04AM and 12:04PM; Duration 01:00.  The 
Flint school board last night picked a longtime district administrator to be its interim superintendent. 



Larry Watkins retired from the Flint school district in August. 



But he applied for the interim job when Flint�s former superintendent announced her retirement last month. 



Watkins takes charge of a school district that�s running a budget deficit in the millions of dollars.  



He told the school board last night he will work to balance the budget.
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Section II: Responsive Programs (Continued)

3. Civil Rights/Race:

Stateside: Arab Panel
Broadcast on 2012-10-30 at 3:00PM; Duration: 18:30.  All through the campaign of 2012....we have seen both 
President Obama and Governor Romney making direct appeals to certain blocs of 
voters....women....Hispanics....African-Americans.



But there appear to be two large blocs of voters---especially here in Michigan---who seem to have been overlooked 
by the candidates: Arab-American and Muslim-American voters.





Nadia Tonova is with the National Network for Arab American Communities...and Dawud Walid [da-UD wal-id] is 
the Executive Director of the Council on American-Islamic Relations.





Nadia..do you think Arab-American voters are getting a cold shoulder from the candidates in this presidential race?

Stateside: Post-Racial America
Broadcast on 2012-11-07 at 3:00PM; Duration: 18:30.  When Barack Obama was FIRST elected to the White House 
four years ago, there was talk of this being a "post-racial era". With an African-American as President, the thinking 
went, we would enter an era of new attitudes between black and white Americans.



But...an Associated Press poll has found...racial attitudes have not improved.



The study’s authors came from the University of Chicago...Stanford University...and...our next guest...from the 
University of Michigan....communication studies professor Josh Pasek.



Let’s start with the findings of your study...and then move to how it fits into President Obama’s re-election.



First....you found that not only have racial attitudes towards African-Americans NOT improved....they actually got 
worse?
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Section II: Responsive Programs (Continued)

3. Civil Rights/Race (Continued):

Michigan Watch: Adoption
Broadcast on 2012-11-28 at 5:35AM and 7:35AM; Duration 4:19.  Legislation would give private adoption agencies 
the legal right to turn down prospective parents for any moral or religious reason.  



That�s what�s in a pair of bills being considered by lawmakers in Lansing. 



Lester Graham with Michigan Watch was at the hearing and has this report.



[CutID: <Cuts> ADOPTION.wav

Time: 243s

Title: ADOPTION

Out-cue: ][The bills would guarantee private adoption agencies working on state contracts would be protected from 
rules that could compromise their religious or moral convictions.



The legislation�s sponsor, Kenneth Kurtz, is the Republican chair of the House Committee on Families, Children, 
and Seniors. During testimony, Representative Kurtz described himself as a person of faith who could not sit by and 
watch religious liberties be eroded by government interference.



�This memorializes a law that people of faith can adhere to their convictions without any fear of reprisal  from 
government administrations that wish to discriminate against beliefs regarding on how we should raise our children.�



To be clear, currently there is no proposal to restrict private adoption agencies religious rights or how they choose 
which qualified parents are able to adopt. 



Representative Kurtz calls this preventive legislation.
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Section II: Responsive Programs (Continued)

4. Crime/Safety:

Stateside: Medical Marijuana
Broadcast on 2012-10-31 at 3:00PM; Duration: 18:30.  It has been just about four years since Michigan voters 
approved the use of marijuana in our state for MEDICAL purposes....and, approved it by a pretty hefty percentage: 
63%!! 



So, Michigan became 1 of 17 states permitting medical marijuana use. 



The law removed state-level criminal penalties for using, possessing and growing marijuana by and for patients 
whose doctors have OKd the medical use of marijuana.



In the ensuing four years...there seems to have been what is arguably a lot of confusion for patients and the medical 
marijuana industry...the ones who are growing and providing the marijuana...



So we wanted to take a look at where things stand today for medical marijuana...and what the future looks like here 
in Michigan if you are someone who wants to use marijuana to alleviate pain, or debilitating symptoms.



Joining us now....From Lansing is State Senator Rick Jones...of the 24th district...and that includes Allegan, Barry 
and Eaton counties. For our listeners who may not know Senator Jones’s background, he spent 33 years in law 
enforcement, including more than 30 years with the Eaton County Sheriff’s Department.



And we’re also joined by attorney Matthew Abel...who has been defending clients facing marijuana charges for the 
past 20-some years...and is a leader in the movement to legalize marijuana. He is also the statewide director or the 
National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws, or NORML.



Welcome to both you!

Flint Millage Advancer 1
Broadcast on 2012-11-05 at 11:04AM, 2:04PM, 4:32PM and 6:04PM; Duration 1:00.  The man leading a �vote Yes� 
campaign is optimistic that Flint voters will approve a big millage increase on Tuesday.  



Michigan Radio�s Steve Carmody reports�



[CutID: <Cuts> CARMODY vcr flintmiladvancer 1.wav

Time: 47s

Title: CARMODY vcr flintmiladvancer 1

Out-cue: ]



[Pastor Timothy Stokes says �at the end of the day, everyone�s concerned about public safety.�

Stokes is the chairman of the �Yes to Police and Fire Protection Committee�.   The group has been campaigning for 
the passage of a six mill property tax increase that�s on Tuesday�s ballot. 

If passed, the average Flint home owner would see their property taxes increase by about 79 dollars a year.
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Section II: Responsive Programs (Continued)

4. Crime/Safety (Continued):

Flint Millage Advancer 2
Broadcast on 2012-11-05 at 5:32PM; Duration: 1:00.  Flint voters decide Tuesday if they want to increase their 
property taxes to pay for police and fire protection.  



The man heading the committee backing the tax hike is optimistic it will pass.



Michigan Radio�s Steve Carmody reports�



[CutID: <Cuts> CARMODY vcr flintmiladvancer 2.wav

Time: 43s

Title: CARMODY vcr flintmiladvancer 2

Out-cue: ]



[Reverend Timothy Stokes is the pastor of Flint�s Family Worship Center Church.  He�s also the chairman of the 
�Yes to Police and Fire Protection Committee�. 

He concedes many Flint residents think they are already paying too much to the city�.after steep increases for water 
and sewer service�.and a new streetlight fee. 

But Stokes says �at the end of the day, everyone�s concerned about public safety.�

He�s hoping that will be enough to convince Flint voters Tuesday to approve a six mill property tax increase.  That�s 
about 79 dollars a year for the average Flint home owner.

Stoner Election Round Up
Broadcast on 2012-11-07 at 4:04PM; and on 2012-11-08 at 5:04AM, 6:04AM and 7:04AM; Duration 1:00.  Several 
Michigan cities passed proposals on Tuesday to ease legal restrictions on marijuana. Michigan Radio�s Lindsey 
Smith reports.



[Cart No: <Cuts> SMITHstonerroundup.wav

Time: 47s

Title: SMITHstonerroundup

Out-cue: ]



[People in Detroit, Flint and Grand Rapids voted overwhelmingly to make small amounts of marijuana okay to 
possess under city law. I�m not talking about the medical stuff here, this is just regular old pot.

Flint Pot
Broadcast on 2012-11-08 at 8:33AM; Duration: 1:00.  Flint city leaders say they plan to ignore a vote Tuesday by 
city residents to decriminalize small amounts of marijuana.



Michigan Radio�s Steve Carmody reports.



[CutID: <Cuts> CARMODY wr flintpot.wav

Time: 45s

Title: CARMODY wr flintpot

Out-cue: ][Supporters of the ballot measure say allowing people over the age of 19 to legally possess up to an ounce 
of marijuana would free up Flint�s overburdened police department to focus on violent crime.



But city leaders describe Tuesday�s vote as �symbolic��.insisting it does not �decriminalize� pot in the city of Flint.
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Section II: Responsive Programs (Continued)

5. Economy:

Michigan Watch: Proposal 5
Broadcast on 2012-10-30 at 5:20PM; Duration: 7:08.  There are five proposed amendments to the Michigan 
Constitution on the ballot. One that could be a game changer for the State of Michigan is Proposal Five, the 
so-called two-thirds proposal.  Lester Graham with Michigan Watch explains how this would change the 
Constitution.

Michigan Watch: Proposal 5 Motivation
Broadcast on 2012-10-31 at 5:35AM, 7:35AM and 4:55PM; Duration 3:23.  It�s obvious why the Ambassador 
Bridge-owning Moroun family is backing Proposal 6. That�s the ballot measure that would require a vote of the 
people//to build international crossings. But the billionaire family is also spending lots of money backing Proposal 5. 
That measure would require a two-thirds majority of the legislature//or a vote of the people to change tax policy. 
Lester Graham with Michigan Watch looked into why.

Proposal 2
Broadcast on 2012-11-01 at 6:35AM, 8:35AM and 4:24PM; Duration 3:42.  Voters in Michigan could make some 
big changes to the Michigan Constitution on November 6th.



They�ll decide on 5 proposed amendments to Michigan�s guiding legal document.



Proposal 2 would enshrine collective bargaining rights in the state Constitution.



Michigan Radio�s Mark Brush reports, people who support Proposal 2 say they�re just trying to protect workers� 
rights.

Stateside: Beaumont and Henry Ford Health Systems to Merge
Broadcast on 2012-10-31 at 3:00PM; Duration: 12:00.  Beaumont and Henry Ford Health systems announced plans 
today to merge into one non-profit health care system.



It�s a blockbuster move that pairs two of southeast Michigan�s three largest health systems.  In full disclosure, I 
have, in the past, done some work with Beaumont Health System. So, Michigan Radio’s Sarah Cwiek has the story 
for you...

Stateside: U.S. Manufacturing on the Rebound...
Broadcast on 2012-11-14 at 3:00PM; Duration: 18:30.  Giving the Detroit Three carmakers�a big pat on the 
back�saying �Job well done�.



That�s  the goal of an event this week being held at the Henry Ford Museum. It�s being put on by the Harvard 
Business School�arguably one of the nation�s premiere business schools.



They�re presenting a case study called �The Big Three Roar Back��examining the turnaround of the American auto 
industry.



Harvard Business School professor William George will be among those professors participating in the panel�and he 
joins us now.



Welcome, Bill!
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Section II: Responsive Programs (Continued)

5. Economy (Continued):

Stateside: Demographer Kurt Metzger on the Housing Market
Broadcast on 2012-11-28 at 3:00PM; Duration: 18:30.  Look around your neighborhood. Chances are better, instead 
of a forlorn crop of "For Sale" signs growing in yards, those signs have "SOLD" stickers on ’em!



Houses are selling again in Michigan...and across the country. This year, housing is expected to make the first 
positive contribution to America’s Gross Domestic Product after six LONG years!!



A common story through the Great Recession here in Michigan: homeowners who wanted to move or sell who were 
STUCK.



Keeping in mind that Census figures released earlier this year showed that Michigan was the only state to have 
LOST population....one wonders how much worse this "outmigration" would have been had so many of us not been 
stuck in homes that were underwater or that we couldn’t sell!!



Let’s take a closer look at our housing market....and the prospects for holding on to Michigan’s population...as we 
turn to demographer Kurt Metzger. He’s the director of Data Driven Detroit.



Kurt, how do you think the sluggish housing market contributed in keeping people here in Michigan who might 
otherwise have gone to other states?

Stateside: Charley Ballard on Michigan’s Income Disparity
Broadcast on 2012-12-12 at 3:00PM; Duration: 12:00.  But, first: Income disparity has been a HUGE issue in our 
state’s economy.



That was the case  even BEFORE Governor Rick Snyder signed right to work measures into law yesterday.



Supporters of the laws say they will bring new jobs into a state still plagued by high unemployment.



Opponents say those jobs won�t provide a livable wage... they�re afraid the gap between rich and poor will continue 
to widen.



That got us thinking about income disparity and how it�s playing out right now in Michigan.



So, we called up Charley Ballard - Professor of Economics at Michigan State University... and asked: Just what are 
we talking about when we talk about income disparity??

Flint Fire Shelter
Broadcast on 2012-12-23 at 2:04PM, 4:04PM, 5:04PM and 6:04PM; and on 2012-12-24 at 5:04AM, 6:04AM, 
7:04AM and 8:04AM; Duration 01:00.  Fire stations across the state are being left abandoned as fire departments 
shrink and consolidate.



Now a man hopes to transform one of those vacant stations in Flint into a homeless shelter.



John Bone says he’s transforming an eye sore into a place where up to 100 people in need can find a bed and a 
shower.



Bone’s aunt bought the property several years ago. She GAVE him the station in November. 



And Bone was unemployed at the time.
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Section II: Responsive Programs (Continued)

6. Education:

Flint Superintendent Retires
Broadcast on 2012-11-16 at 5:04AM and 7:04AM; Duration 1:00.  The superintendent of Flint Public Schools is 
stepping down. Michigan Radio’s Rina Miller reports.



[CutID: <Cuts> MILLER vcr Flint super retires.wav

Time: 45s

Title: MILLER vcr Flint super retires

Description: MILLER vcr Flint super retires

Out-cue: ]



[Linda Thompson took the helm of the troubled Flint school district in 2008.



The district was hemorrhaging red ink...had a shrinking student population...and poor academic performance.



Thompson eliminated positions. Closed buildings. And privatized some non-instructional services.



Then in June, the Flint Board of Education announced it would not renew Thompson’s contract.

Stateside: Vickie Markavitch on School Reforms
Broadcast on 2012-12-04 at 3:00PM; Duration: 18:30.  This is Stateside, I’m Cynthia Canty. Yesterday on the show, 
we explored the series of draft and introduced bills that could re-shape public education in Michigan...reforms that 
could change the way students attend classes...and the way schools and districts would receive funding from the 
state.



Today...we want to bring you the teacher’s perspective on the proposed reforms.



For that conversation, we turn to the Superintendent of Oakland Schools....Vickie Markavitch.



Vickie, I would like to start by getting your view on the slogan that sums up Governor Snyder’s proposed education 
reforms..."any time, any place, any way and any pace."

Stateside: Williams/Martin, Education UPDATE Part #1
Broadcast on 2012-12-03 at 3:00PM; Duration: 12:00.  But, first, let’s turn to some VERY big changes that could be 
on the horizon for public schools in Michigan!

A group assembled by Governor Snyder has served up recommendations that are summed up by the slogan "any 
time, any place, any way and any pace."



A coordinated series of draft and introduced bills could re-shape public education in our state...not only giving 
students MANY more options....but changing education funding in Michigan!



And these proposed reforms would REALLY change education funding in Michigan!



Let’s take a closer look as we talk now with Jeff Williams of Public Sector Consultants....and, from MLive, reporter 
Tim Martin. He’s been covering the school reform movement extensively.



Welcome to both of you!



Jeff-- Can you dig deeper for us and explain what "Any time, any place, any way and any pace" would ACTUALLY 
mean for students in Michigan?
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Section II: Responsive Programs (Continued)

6. Education (Continued):

Stateside: Access to Higher Education
Broadcast on 2012-11-28 at 9:22AM; Duration: 18:30.  This week, we’ve been examining the COST of higher 
education in Michigan. We talked to a college graduate who’s struggling to pay her student debt nine years after 
graduating. And we got advice about ways to avoid incurring mountains of student debt.



Today, we shift our focus as we look at access to higher education: how are kids doing in making the transition from 
high school to college? And who has better access to a post-secondary education?



Joining us for the conversation is Brandy Johnson, the executive director of the Michigan College Access 
Network...and Nathan Daun-Barnett. He’s with the University of Buffalo...a professor of Higher Education 
Administration.



Welcome.

ATC: Bills that Would Overhaul Public Education in Michigan
Broadcast on 2012-12-05 at 5:45PM; Duration: 4:06.  State lawmakers are mulling over a number of bills that would 
overhaul public education in Michigan. One measure would expand a new state-run district meant to turn around 
schools with test scores in the bottom five-percent.

	

As Michigan Public Radio�s Jake Neher [neer] reports, the idea has many public school officials pitted against each 
other.

Morning Edition: Bills that Would Overhaul Public Education in Michigan
Broadcast on 2012-12-06 at 6:35AM and 8:35AM; Duration 4:06.  State lawmakers are mulling over a number of 
bills that would overhaul public education in Michigan. One measure would expand a new state-run district meant to 
turn around schools with test scores in the bottom five-percent.

	

As Michigan Public Radio�s Jake Neher [neer] reports, the idea has many public school officials pitted against each 
other.

Morning Edition: State of Opportunity Project - Michigan Education, the Oxford Proposal
Broadcast on 2012-12-12 at 6:35AM and 8:35AM; Duration 4:01.  Governor Rick Snyder put Michigan�s educators 
on notice last year when he described the state�s education system as broken and outdated. 



He said it�s time for a new type of public education system � one that allows K through 12 students more school 
choice. 



From Michigan Radio�s State of Opportunity project, Jennifer Guerra reports:

ATC: State of Opportunity Project - Michigan Education, the Oxford Proposal
Broadcast on 2012-12-12 at 4:24PM; Duration: 4:01.  Governor Rick Snyder put Michigan�s educators on notice last 
year when he described the state�s education system as broken and outdated. 



He said it�s time for a new type of public education system � one that allows K through 12 students more school 
choice. 



From Michigan Radio�s State of Opportunity project, Jennifer Guerra reports:
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Section II: Responsive Programs (Continued)

6. Education (Continued):

Flint School Board Picks Interim Superintendent
Broadcast on 2012-12-19 at 5:04AM, 6:04AM, 7:04AM, 8:04AM, 10:04AM and 12:04PM; Duration 01:00.  The 
Flint school board last night picked a longtime district administrator to be its interim superintendent. 



Larry Watkins retired from the Flint school district in August. 



But he applied for the interim job when Flint�s former superintendent announced her retirement last month. 



Watkins takes charge of a school district that�s running a budget deficit in the millions of dollars.  



He told the school board last night he will work to balance the budget.

7. Environment:

The Environment Report: Proposal 3 - How would we meet it?  (Part 2 of a two part series)
Broadcast on 2012-11-01 at 5:45PM; Duration: 4:00.  [Promo copy: �Coming up on the next Environment Report... 
Proposal 3 would require utilities to get 25-percent of their electricity sales from renewable sources by the year 
2025.  The campaigns for and against the proposal are debating how we would meet that goal.  The second part of 
our two-part series on Proposal 3...

On the next Environment Report.�]

Stateside: Sandy Update and the Great Lakes
Broadcast on 2012-10-30 at 3:00PM; Duration: 18:30.  With Superstorm Sandy on everyone’s minds all over the 
world... we got to thinking about weather closer to home. 



Here in Michigan: too much snow, not enough snow, strange hot weather in spring....our first reaction is to blame 
everything on "global warming" or "climate change".



We hear scientists warning us of impending changes in our climate....but exactly what that means is often unclear.



At the Great Lakes Climate Symposium 2012, happening today, scientists are sharing their latest research on climate 
change here in the Great Lakes. 





David Bidwell is a research fellow at University of Michigan. 



David...there seems to be a high level of scientific certaintly that the climate has truly changed in major ways in 
recent decades...



How has this change been felt and seen here in the Great Lakes over the past 30 years?

Stateside: Rebecca Williams on Proposal 3
Broadcast on 2012-10-31 at 3:00PM; Duration: 18:30.  Continuing our examination of the proposals on Michigan’s 
ballot this November...we turn to Proposal 3: the renewable energy question.



Who better to explain the pros and cons than Michigan Radio’s Rebecca Williams, host of "The Environment 
Report"!



So how would Prop 3 change state law if it becomes part of our state constitution?
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Section II: Responsive Programs (Continued)

7. Environment (Continued):

The Environment Report: Storing Nuclear Waste Underground Near the Great Lakes
Broadcast on 2012-11-20 at 8:51AM; Duration: 4:00.  [Storing Canada�s radioactive waste near the Great Lakes...



This is the Environment Report. I�m Rebecca Williams.



The Bruce Nuclear Power Plant sits on the Ontario side of Lake Huron. It�s across the lake from Michigan�s Thumb.



Ontario Power Generation owns the plant.  They want to store their lower level nuclear waste underground.  They�re 
proposing to dig almost a half mile underground to build the facility. And it would be a little more than half a mile 
away from Lake Huron.



It�s called a deep geologic repository. It would store low and intermediate level waste from the company’s 20 
nuclear reactors.  Just to be clear, it would not store spent nuclear fuel in this proposed site.



Marie Wilson is a project spokesperson for OPG. She says the low level waste includes things like clothing, mop 
heads and paper towels with very low levels of radioactivity. She says intermediate level waste includes things such 
as filters from the reactors� water systems.

The Environment Report: Enbridge Pipeline Controversy & State Parks Report
Broadcast on 2012-11-27 at 6:35AM, 8:35AM and 5:45PM; Duration 4:00.  This is the Environment Report.



Governor Rick Snyder is considering whether to make some changes to Michigan�s parks.  



Last year, the Governor appointed a panel on state parks and outdoor recreation.  Their mission was to come up with 
a vision for the future of Michigan�s parks and state forests. 

Erin McDonough (mc-DONE-ugh) is the executive director of the Michigan United Conservation Clubs. She was 
co-chair of the panel.



�We looked at what future generations are going to be looking for in terms of state parks, we looked at how to best 
use our parks as economic drivers, we looked at what resources are currently available for investment and we talked 
about an investment strategy for how we most successfully use those dollars.�



The panel made seven main recommendations.  For example, they recommend that the state should invest more in 
regional trail networks... and create what they call �signature parks� in urban areas.



�Creating opportunities for people to recreate close to their home is just as essential as protecting and creating 
opportunities up north.�

Stateside: Crazy Weather
Broadcast on 2012-12-04 at 3:00PM; Duration: 18:30.  So...what’s up with this weather?! 



Whether it’s chatting with co-workers, or swapping posts on Facebook with friends, our strangely warm weather is a 
"hot" topic of conversation!



So we decided to turn to Dr Jeff Masters_ of the Weather Underground to ask that question: What IS up with this 
weather!?



He joins us from San Francisco, where--conveniently enough he’s attending a climate conference!! Perfect time, huh 
Jeff??
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Section II: Responsive Programs (Continued)

7. Environment (Continued):

Stateside: Walking Trail
Broadcast on 2012-11-29 at 3:00PM; Duration: 18:30.  If you love biking....or hiking, or snowmobiling...Governor 
Snyder and the DNR have a gift for you!



The Governor unveiled it during his special message on energy and the environment this week. How does this strike 
you:  a 599 mile TRAIL that would stretch from Belle Isle right on up through the UP to Wisconsin!!!!



Here to tell us more is Ronald Olson. He’s Chief of the DNR Parks and Recreation Division...Welcome.



Ron, how much of this already exists...and how much would need to be constructed?

Stateside: Governor Snyder Interview
Broadcast on 2012-11-28 at 3:00PM; Duration: 12:00.  But first, Governor Snyder delivered another one of what his 
administration calls special messages earlier today. The Governor has done these in the past about specific issues 
like education, transportation and public safety. This morning: it was all about energy and the environment. And, 
Governor Snyder joins us now� Governor, welcome back to Stateside�

The Environment Report: Governor Rick Snyder - Special Address on Energy and the Environment
Broadcast on 2012-11-29 at 8:51AM and 5:45PM; Duration 4:00.  This is the Environment Report. I�m Rebecca 
Williams.



The governor gave what his office calls a �special message� on the environment yesterday. He touched on all sorts of 
topics: renewable energy, brownfields, land and water, timber and mining and many others.



But his main point: you can�t separate economics from energy or the environment. 



�There�s not two separate worlds. There�s not a world of just environment, nor a world of energy or economics. It�s a 
symbiotic relationship and they tie together.�



Snyder said when it comes to energy, there are three main issues: reliability, affordability and protecting our 
environment.

The Environment Report: Proposed new Copper Mine in the Upper Peninsula
Broadcast on 2012-12-06 at 8:51AM; Duration: 4:00.  [There could be a new copper mine in the Upper Peninsula...



This is the Environment Report. I�m Rebecca Williams.



Orvana (ore-VAN-uh) Resources is one step closer to getting the approval it needs to build a new mine. The 
Copperwood Mine is proposed for a site north of the town of Wakefield in the western UP. The state is reviewing 
the company�s final environmental permit. 



The Department of Environmental Quality has already given the company mining, wastewater and air permits.
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Section II: Responsive Programs (Continued)

7. Environment (Continued):

The Environment Report: Mapping the Threats to the Great Lakes
Broadcast on 2012-12-18 at 8:51AM and 5:45PM; Duration 4:00.  [Mapping the threats to the Great Lakes...



This is the Environment Report. I�m Rebecca Williams.



The Great Lakes are under a lot of stress.  



34 different kinds of stress, to be exact.



That�s according to a research team that has produced a comprehensive map showing many of the things that stress 
the Great Lakes.  Think: pollution, invasive species, development and climate change... just to name a few.  



To learn more about this new map, I went to visit David Allan. He�s a professor in the School of Natural Resources 
and Environment at the University of Michigan, and he�s one of the people who led the project.



I asked him why he wanted to take on something like this:





David Allan is a professor at the School of Natural Resources and Environment at U of M. You can find a link to the 
map on our website environment report dot org. I�m Rebecca Williams.]

8. Government:

Michigan Watch: Proposal 5
Broadcast on 2012-10-30 at 5:20PM; Duration: 7:08.  There are five proposed amendments to the Michigan 
Constitution on the ballot. One that could be a game changer for the State of Michigan is Proposal Five, the 
so-called two-thirds proposal.  Lester Graham with Michigan Watch explains how this would change the 
Constitution.

Stateside: Paul Egan and Jack Lessenberry on Term Limits
Broadcast on 2012-10-29 at 3:00PM; Duration: 12:00.  Think back, if you will�to another election in Michigan with 
a big question for voters: will you approve term limits for Michigan�s top elected officials: State House, Senate�and 
statewide office-holders, including the Governor.



This election was 1992 and 60% of Michigan voters said, YES! Clear out the career politicians.



So, term limits became a reality in our state 20 years ago.



But�did that reform work as promised? Or have we swapped the situation of the Old Boys Club career politicians for 
another: lawmakers who jump into cushy new lives as lobbyists and consultants as soon as they hit that term limit.



Paul Egan is with the Detroit Free Press Lansing Bureau�he joins us now, along with Michigan Radio�s Political 
Analyst, Jack Lessenberry. Welcome to you both...
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Section II: Responsive Programs (Continued)

8. Government (Continued):

Stateside: Proposal 1
Broadcast on 2012-10-29 at 3:00PM; Duration: 18:30.  For today, we focus on Proposal 1---the Emergency Manager 
Law Referendum.



On Election Day, voters in the state will decide whether to approve Public Act 4...the state’s emergency manager 
law.



Michigan Radio’s Assistant News Director Sarah Hulett has been digging into this really complicated issue and she 
joins us now. Sarah, start with the language... explain to people - because I know it gets confusing - what does a 
"yes" vote mean and what does "no" vote mean...

Michigan Watch: Proposal 5 Motivation
Broadcast on 2012-10-31 at 5:35AM, 7:35AM and 4:55PM; Duration 3:23.  It�s obvious why the Ambassador 
Bridge-owning Moroun family is backing Proposal 6. That�s the ballot measure that would require a vote of the 
people//to build international crossings. But the billionaire family is also spending lots of money backing Proposal 5. 
That measure would require a two-thirds majority of the legislature//or a vote of the people to change tax policy. 
Lester Graham with Michigan Watch looked into why.

The Environment Report: Proposal 3 - How would we meet it?  (Part 2 of a two part series)
Broadcast on 2012-11-01 at 5:45PM; Duration: 4:00.  [Promo copy: �Coming up on the next Environment Report... 
Proposal 3 would require utilities to get 25-percent of their electricity sales from renewable sources by the year 
2025.  The campaigns for and against the proposal are debating how we would meet that goal.  The second part of 
our two-part series on Proposal 3...

On the next Environment Report.�]

Proposal 2
Broadcast on 2012-11-01 at 6:35AM, 8:35AM and 4:24PM; Duration 3:42.  Voters in Michigan could make some 
big changes to the Michigan Constitution on November 6th.



They�ll decide on 5 proposed amendments to Michigan�s guiding legal document.



Proposal 2 would enshrine collective bargaining rights in the state Constitution.



Michigan Radio�s Mark Brush reports, people who support Proposal 2 say they�re just trying to protect workers� 
rights.

Michigan Watch: Proposal 5 Ads
Broadcast on 2012-11-02 at 5:35AM, 7:35AM and 4:20PM; Duration 3:02.  Political ads are filling the airwaves, 
but it�s not always easy to know what is true and what is not. Lester Graham with Michigan Watch has teamed up 
with the Center for Michigan�s Truth Squad to sort it out. Today they look at Proposal 5 ads. That�s the proposal 
requiring a two-thirds majority of the legislature or a vote of the people for any state tax increase.

Stateside: Michigan Watch on Proposal 5
Broadcast on 2012-10-30 at 3:00PM; Duration: 18:30.  We continue our series exploring the proposals that 
Michigan voters will see on the ballot one week from today...



Lester Graham with Michigan Radio’s Investigative Unit Michigan Watch joins us now to take a look at Proposal 
5... the so-called TWO/THIRDS proposal...



Lester, explain how Prop 5 could change the tax picture in Michigan IF it is passed.
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Section II: Responsive Programs (Continued)

8. Government (Continued):

Stateside: Arab Panel
Broadcast on 2012-10-30 at 3:00PM; Duration: 18:30.  All through the campaign of 2012....we have seen both 
President Obama and Governor Romney making direct appeals to certain blocs of 
voters....women....Hispanics....African-Americans.



But there appear to be two large blocs of voters---especially here in Michigan---who seem to have been overlooked 
by the candidates: Arab-American and Muslim-American voters.





Nadia Tonova is with the National Network for Arab American Communities...and Dawud Walid [da-UD wal-id] is 
the Executive Director of the Council on American-Islamic Relations.





Nadia..do you think Arab-American voters are getting a cold shoulder from the candidates in this presidential race?

Stateside: Beaumont and Henry Ford Health Systems to Merge
Broadcast on 2012-10-31 at 3:00PM; Duration: 12:00.  Beaumont and Henry Ford Health systems announced plans 
today to merge into one non-profit health care system.



It�s a blockbuster move that pairs two of southeast Michigan�s three largest health systems.  In full disclosure, I 
have, in the past, done some work with Beaumont Health System. So, Michigan Radio’s Sarah Cwiek has the story 
for you...

Stateside: Ballenger and Pluta on Presidential Election in Michigan
Broadcast on 2012-10-31 at 3:00PM; Duration: 12:00.  It’s T-minus-six and counting.



With Election Day less than a week away, latest polls in Michigan show things are shifting...and if you’ve noticed a 
sudden burst of TV and radio commercials for both President Obama and Governor Romney, that is CERTAINLY 
no coincidence.



Joining us from Lansing is the editor and publisher of "Inside Michigan Politics"...Bill Ballenger..

and Michigan Public Radio Network Lansing Chief....Rick Pluta! Hello guys...

Stateside: Rebecca Williams on Proposal 3
Broadcast on 2012-10-31 at 3:00PM; Duration: 18:30.  Continuing our examination of the proposals on Michigan’s 
ballot this November...we turn to Proposal 3: the renewable energy question.



Who better to explain the pros and cons than Michigan Radio’s Rebecca Williams, host of "The Environment 
Report"!



So how would Prop 3 change state law if it becomes part of our state constitution?

Stateside: Michigan SUPCO Candidate Justice Brian Zahra
Broadcast on 2012-10-31 at 3:00PM; Duration: 18:30.  Let’s continue now our conversations with the Candidates 
for Michigan Supreme Court. Today, we’re joined by Justice Brian Zahra... Welcome, Justice Zahra...
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Section II: Responsive Programs (Continued)

8. Government (Continued):

Stateside: $ in Michigan SUPCO/Proposals
Broadcast on 2012-11-01 at 3:00PM; Duration: 12:00.  But, first, no matter who wins or loses in next Tuesday’s 
election, there is no arguing the fact that one group of folks can count themselves as winners...hands-down: the 
people who sell advertising in Michigan!



Be it billboards, print ads...and the never-ending flood of TV and radio commercials, all of that advertising has made 
this one of the most expensive elections in the history of Michigan!!



Joining us to discuss just how much money’s been spent....and WHO is spending it: we welcome Rich Robinson of 
the Michigan Campaign Finance Network....and Michigan Radio’s Lester Graham of Michigan Watch. So, Rich, 
Lester I want to focus today on the Supreme Court races and the ballot proposals...



First, off, which proposal has turned out to be the priciest??

Stateside: Michigan SUPCO Candidate Judge Colleen O’Brien
Broadcast on 2012-11-01 at 3:00PM; Duration: 18:30.  Now, continuing our conversations with the Candidates for 
Michigan Supreme Court. 

Today, we’re joined  by judge Colleen O’Brien, who currently sits on the Oakland County Circuit Court....



Judge O’Brien welcome!

Stateside: Tim Martin on the Election
Broadcast on 2012-11-05 at 3:00PM; Duration: 12:00.  As the clock ticks out the final hours of Campaign 2012, we 
wanted to zero-in on the main questions facing voters here in Michigan.



Tim Martin, a reporter for M-Live based in Lansing wrote a piece today titled, "5 questions to ponder as Michian 
voters prepare for Tuesday’s election..."



And, Tim, you start with the ballot proposals... They are EVERYWHERE... you can’t turn on a T-V it seems or 
open a newspaper without some advertisement either FOR or against them...
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Section II: Responsive Programs (Continued)

8. Government (Continued):

Stateside: Why Can’t We All Just Get Along?
Broadcast on 2012-11-05 at 3:00PM; Duration: 18:30.  So. Tomorrow is Election Day. Have you noticed 
something? Have you noticed yourself�your friends and family members saying something to the tune of �I cannot 
WAIT until this Election is over!�



But that leads to the next important question: What happens on Wednesday? Chances are we�ll wake up knowing 
who won the race for the White House�and most likely who won the other political races. We�ll likely know what 
happened to the proposals on Michigan�s ballot. But what then? Will there be a sense of �all right, let�s try to work 
out a consensus�let�s to give this  guy a fighting chance of tackling our enormous problems?� Or will the Great 
Divide grow even deeper and more embittered?



From coast-to-coast�it seems as though this election has somehow brought out the worst in America: the 
polarization, the accusations, the snarkiness, the venom. What�s happened in our country, our state? And what does 
it portend for the course of our nation beginning Wednesday, November 7th?



John Bebow is the President and CEO of The Center for Michigan. Their mission: to be independent, non-partisan 
and citizen-led�building coalitions, building bridges to help Michigan. 

And Vincent Duffy is a veteran broadcast journalist who is Michigan Radio�s News Director.



Vince, you�ve covered a LOT of election cycles. How do you think this one compares in terms of being bitter, nasty 
and acrimonious?

Stateside: Voting Problems
Broadcast on 2012-11-05 at 3:00PM; Duration: 18:30.  With Election Day just hours away we got to wondering... 
What obstacles exist for voters in our state?



Well, for much of the summer and into the fall, the big story about voting in Michigan was the decree from 
Secretary of State Ruth Johnson that ballot applications had to contain a checkbox for voters to declare that yes, they 
are citizens. 



THAT controversy was doused last month by Federal Judge Paul Borman, who ordered Secretary Johnson to STOP 
enforcing the citizenship check box. So, when you get your ballot on Tuesday you should NOT see a check box at 
all.



But, in an article in Bridge Magazine, writer Chris Andrews says there still may be some surprises, or challenges at 
the polls.



Paul...what do YOU see as the main surprises that may be in store for Michigan voters?

Stateside: Michigan SUPCO Candidate Judge Connie Marie Kelley
Broadcast on 2012-11-05 at 3:00PM; Duration: 18:30.  Continuing our conversations with the Candidates for 
Michigan Supreme Court. Today, we’re joined  by candidate Connie Marie Kelley...currently a judge in the Family 
Division of the Wayne County Circuit Court.



Welcome Judge Kelley!
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Section II: Responsive Programs (Continued)

8. Government (Continued):

Stateside: Debbie Dingell/Saul Anuzis -- What’s Next for the Parties
Broadcast on 2012-11-07 at 3:00PM; Duration: 18:30.  There is no doubt that this has been a bruising 
campaign....on both State and National levels.



So...on the day after...the question is: what is ahead for the Democratic and Republican parties? 



Could citizens dare hope for an easing of these partisan tensions?...



Joining us now...is Saul Anuzis: Former Chairman of the Michigan Republican Party.....and 

Debbie Dingell: President of D2 Strategies...and a Democratic National Committeewoman.



Saul...let’s start with you...there was plenty of support for Democrats...Stabenow and Obama...yet in the 
Congressional AND House Districts voters were leaning Republican...how do you interpret the vote?

Stateside: Rich Robinson/Lester Graham - The Money
Broadcast on 2012-11-07 at 3:00PM; Duration: 18:30.  Let’s move now to the topic of....money. LOTS of IT was 
pumped into races ALL over Michigan...especially the ballot proposals.



Joining us now to talk about those millions and millions of dollars...and what they DID...or DIDN’T buy....is 
Michigan Radio’s Lester Graham...our "Michigan Watch" investigative reporter...and Rich Robinson: Director of 
the Michigan Campaign Finance Network.



Rich....is there a fairly solid, reliable estimate as to how much was spent on the campaigns to add those five 
amendments to the Michigan constitution?

Stateside: David Shepardson, Detroit News Washington Reporter
Broadcast on 2012-11-08 at 3:00PM; Duration: 18:30.  Now that the election votes have been counted....and the 
winners clearly declared....let’s take a look at what Tuesday’s vote will mean for Michigan’s congressional 
delegation.....



Will there be changes....or will it be pretty much the status quo??



Joining us now from Washington....is the Detroit News Washington reporter David Shepardson... Hi David!

Michigan Supreme Court Races
Broadcast on 2012-11-05 at 5:35AM and 7:35AM; Duration 4:03.  There are three races this year for spots on the 
Michigan Supreme Court. 



Two incumbents are running, and there�s one open seat.



The Republican and Democratic parties spend (m) millions of dollars to get their candidates elected to the state�s 
highest court � even though they are on the non-partisan part of the ballot.  



We have more from Michigan Public Radio�s Rick Pluta.
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Section II: Responsive Programs (Continued)

8. Government (Continued):

Michigan House
Broadcast on 2012-11-01 at 5:24PM; Duration: 4:21.  Next Tuesday is Election Day. In addition to the presidential 
election and the six proposals on the ballot, the Michigan House is also up for election. Currently, Michigan has a 
Republic governor and both houses of the legislature are also Republican majorities. This is election could mark a 
shift of power in Lansing. We�re joined now by Susan Demas, political analyst with Michigan Information and 
Research Service, and Ken Sikkema, former Senate Majority Leader and senior policy fellow at Public Sector 
Consultants.

Susan, how likely is it that Democrats will win enough seats next Tuesday to gain control of the House?

Flint Emergency Financial Manager
Broadcast on 2012-11-07 at 4:32PM; and on 2012-11-08 at 5:04AM, 6:04AM and 8:04AM; Duration 1:00.  Flint�s 
Emergency Financial Manager says his city is staying �status quo� after Tuesday�s vote to repeal Michigan�s 
controversial Emergency Manager law.  



The law gave broad powers to managers appointed by the governor to run financially troubled cities and school 
districts.  



Critics complained the law gave too much power to non-elected managers.



Ed Kurtz has been running the city of Flint since the old Emergency Manager law was suspended earlier this year.

Stoner Election Round Up
Broadcast on 2012-11-07 at 4:04PM; and on 2012-11-08 at 5:04AM, 6:04AM and 7:04AM; Duration 1:00.  Several 
Michigan cities passed proposals on Tuesday to ease legal restrictions on marijuana. Michigan Radio�s Lindsey 
Smith reports.



[Cart No: <Cuts> SMITHstonerroundup.wav

Time: 47s

Title: SMITHstonerroundup

Out-cue: ]



[People in Detroit, Flint and Grand Rapids voted overwhelmingly to make small amounts of marijuana okay to 
possess under city law. I�m not talking about the medical stuff here, this is just regular old pot.

Flint Pot
Broadcast on 2012-11-08 at 8:33AM; Duration: 1:00.  Flint city leaders say they plan to ignore a vote Tuesday by 
city residents to decriminalize small amounts of marijuana.



Michigan Radio�s Steve Carmody reports.



[CutID: <Cuts> CARMODY wr flintpot.wav

Time: 45s

Title: CARMODY wr flintpot

Out-cue: ][Supporters of the ballot measure say allowing people over the age of 19 to legally possess up to an ounce 
of marijuana would free up Flint�s overburdened police department to focus on violent crime.



But city leaders describe Tuesday�s vote as �symbolic��.insisting it does not �decriminalize� pot in the city of Flint.
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8. Government (Continued):

Hekmati Fundraiser
Broadcast on 2012-11-18 at 4:04PM, 5:04PM, 6:04PM and 7:04PM; and on 2012-11-19 at 5:04AM, 6:04AM, 
7:04AM and 8:04AM; Duration 1:00.  Supporters of Amir Hekmati [ah-MEER//hek-MAH-tee] held an art exhibit 
and fundraiser this weekend in Detroit.



Hekmati�s Flint area family has stepped up their public campaign to free the 29-year-old Marine veteran, who’s been 
jailed in Iran for more than a year.



Michigan Radio�s Sarah Cwiek reports.

Jack Lessenberry: Staggering Amounts of Money Spent on Statewide Ballot Proposals
Broadcast on 2012-10-29 at 1:30PM; Duration: 2:55.  Figures compiled last week show that various interest groups 
have spent staggering amounts of money backing and opposing the various statewide ballot proposals. Michigan 
Radio�s political analyst Jack Lessenberry has been thinking about what that means.

Michigan Senate Minority Leader Gretchen Whitmer
Broadcast on 2012-11-13 at 4:15PM; Duration: 4:41.  The Michigan legislature enters the lame duck session this 
week. With Republicans holding a majority in the House and Senate, they’ll continue to set the legislative 
agenda�but Democrats will be watching closely. We�re joined now by Senate Minority Leader, Gretchen 
Whitmer�Senator Whitmer, welcome.

Michigan Watch: Adoption
Broadcast on 2012-11-28 at 5:35AM and 7:35AM; Duration 4:19.  Legislation would give private adoption agencies 
the legal right to turn down prospective parents for any moral or religious reason.  



That�s what�s in a pair of bills being considered by lawmakers in Lansing. 



Lester Graham with Michigan Watch was at the hearing and has this report.



[CutID: <Cuts> ADOPTION.wav

Time: 243s

Title: ADOPTION

Out-cue: ][The bills would guarantee private adoption agencies working on state contracts would be protected from 
rules that could compromise their religious or moral convictions.



The legislation�s sponsor, Kenneth Kurtz, is the Republican chair of the House Committee on Families, Children, 
and Seniors. During testimony, Representative Kurtz described himself as a person of faith who could not sit by and 
watch religious liberties be eroded by government interference.



�This memorializes a law that people of faith can adhere to their convictions without any fear of reprisal  from 
government administrations that wish to discriminate against beliefs regarding on how we should raise our children.�



To be clear, currently there is no proposal to restrict private adoption agencies religious rights or how they choose 
which qualified parents are able to adopt. 



Representative Kurtz calls this preventive legislation.
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8. Government (Continued):

Stateside: Manufactured Legislation
Broadcast on 2012-11-21 at 3:00PM; Duration: 12:00.  But first, on today’s show, let’s think back to when we were 
sitting in our desks in school...learning about the way our government works...did anyone ever come away with that 
idea that some of that might involve lobbyists and special-interest groups putting pre-written, ready-made bills into 
the hands of lawmakers?



Well it’s called "manufactured legislation". 



Perhaps this practice is a routine part of doing business at the Capitol. Perhaps it is a case of "handing over the keys" 
to NON-ELECTED groups and individuals, allowing them to craft legislation.



Michael Heaney is Assistant Professor of Organizational Studies and Political Science at the University of 
Michigan... And, Michael - explain to us - what is happening here with these pre-written bills?

Stateside: Rick Pluta on the Michigan Legislature’s Lame Duck Session
Broadcast on 2012-11-29 at 3:00PM; Duration: 12:00.  Let’s turn to Rick Pluta now - Lansing Bureau Chief for the 
Michigan Public Radio Network... he is at the State Capitol and is keeping an eye on a VERY busy day in the 
legislature’s lame duck session...



Rick?

Stateside: Governor Snyder Interview
Broadcast on 2012-11-28 at 3:00PM; Duration: 12:00.  But first, Governor Snyder delivered another one of what his 
administration calls special messages earlier today. The Governor has done these in the past about specific issues 
like education, transportation and public safety. This morning: it was all about energy and the environment. And, 
Governor Snyder joins us now� Governor, welcome back to Stateside�

The Environment Report: Governor Rick Snyder - Special Address on Energy and the Environment
Broadcast on 2012-11-29 at 8:51AM and 5:45PM; Duration 4:00.  This is the Environment Report. I�m Rebecca 
Williams.



The governor gave what his office calls a �special message� on the environment yesterday. He touched on all sorts of 
topics: renewable energy, brownfields, land and water, timber and mining and many others.



But his main point: you can�t separate economics from energy or the environment. 



�There�s not two separate worlds. There�s not a world of just environment, nor a world of energy or economics. It�s a 
symbiotic relationship and they tie together.�



Snyder said when it comes to energy, there are three main issues: reliability, affordability and protecting our 
environment.
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8. Government (Continued):

Morning Edition: Interview with Governor Rick Snyder
Broadcast on 2012-12-11 at 8:35AM; Duration: 4:05.  Michigan lawmakers are set to reconvene today for what 
could be the final votes on right-to-work legislation. 



If passed, Michigan would become the 24th right-to-work state, banning unions from collecting mandatory fees 
from nonunion workers. 



Governor Rick Snyder says he will sign the legislation.



The governor is on the line to talk about Right to work... 



Governor, for months - years, really - you’ve said right-to-work was too divisive. 



Within a VERY quick period, you went from "too divisive" to agreeing that it’s the right thing for Michigan’s 
economy. 



What changed your mind?

Morning Edition: Passions Grew Hot as Lawmakers Debated Right to Work Legislation
Broadcast on 2012-12-07 at 6:41AM and 8:41AM; Duration 2:31.  Passions grew hot inside the state capitol 
building in Lansing as lawmakers debated Right to Work legislation. 



As Michigan Radio�s Steve Carmody reports�those passions also spilled into Lansing�s streets..
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[Hundreds of union members and their supporters spent much of the day milling around the state capitol 
grounds�unable to get into the building itself�.and unwilling to leave.

 

After a while�.a decision was reached to take their protest away from the politicians voting on the Right to Work 
legislation�.and to the group they blame for it being on the agenda in the first place�.the Michigan Chamber of 
Commerce�

Stateside: Craig Ruff on Right-to-Work Legislation Quickness
Broadcast on 2012-12-10 at 3:00PM; Duration: 18:30.  Picking up now on the comments from Jack about the WAY 
in which the Right To Work bills rocketed through the State House and Senate: the word "steamroller" has been 
used in many columns and editorials.



The speed at which Republicans moved through this most controversial of issues  meant there were no hearings... no 
public comments.



Craig Ruff has seen a legislative battle or two...or three...during his 11 years working for Governor WIlliam 
Milliken and Lt Governor James Brickley. He’s now a senior policy fellow at Public Sector Consultants.... Craig - 
welcome!!!
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Section II: Responsive Programs (Continued)

8. Government (Continued):

Stateside: Rick Pluta on Inside the State Capitol
Broadcast on 2012-12-11 at 3:00PM; Duration: 12:00.  With votes today by the state House... Michigan is poised to 
become the nation’s 24th so-called Right-to-work state. 



The legislation goes next to Governor Snyder... he says he will sign the bills into law. 



On today’s show: we’ll speak with Bob King - President of the United Auto Workers... and we’ll take the 
temperature of Michiganders - are we ready for Right to work??



But, first, let’s begin INSIDE the Capitol building... Michigan Public Radio’s Rick Pluta is there... What’s the 
latest?

Stateside: Lester Graham on ALEC (American Legislative Exchange Council)
Broadcast on 2012-12-11 at 3:00PM; Duration: 18:30.  Okay, so, we just heard UAW President Bob King point a 
finger of blame at "ALEC",  "The Koch Brothers" ...and Michigan’s DeVos family for fueling the drive to make 
Michigan the 24th Right To Work State.



Michigan Radio investigative reporter Lester Graham has reported on both ALEC and the Koch Brothers...and we 
turn to him to learn a bit more about what is going on here.



Lester, let’s start with ALEC. Just who or what is The American Legislative Exchange Council?

Stateside: Rick Pluta on Michigan Gun Laws
Broadcast on 2012-12-17 at 3:00PM; Duration: 12:00.  As the nation mourns the 20 young students and 6 teachers 
and school administrators killed Friday in the Connecticut grade school mass shooting...attention here in Michigan 
has been freshly focused on a law that was passed less than 24 hours before the Sandy Hook massacre.



One of the last acts of the lame duck Legislature was to pass legislation that allows those with concealed pistol 
licenses to carry guns into areas that were formerly gun-free: schools, day care centers, hospital, churches, stadiums 
and bars.



Governor Snyder now has to consider whether to sign or veto the legislation.
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Joining us now...is Michigan Public Radio Lansing Bureau Chief Rick Pluta...



So, Rick, help us understand. Even before this legislation....what does Michigan have in the form of gun 
regulations? 



Start with outlining the difference between OPEN CARRY and CONCEALED CARRY.
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Section II: Responsive Programs (Continued)

8. Government (Continued):

Stateside: Rick Pluta on Michigan Gun Laws - UPDATE
Broadcast on 2012-12-18 at 3:00PM; Duration: 12:00.  But first: News out of Lansing today� Governor Snyder was 
presented with Senate Bill 59 this afternoon. This is the bill that would allow people with concealed pistol permits to 
carry guns in schools... and other places.



Rick Pluta � Lansing Bureau Chief for the Michigan Public Radio Network - has been chasing this story� Rick� you 
and I spoke just yesterday afternoon� at that point the Governor said he was still considering whether to SIGN or 
VETO the measure. Now, it�s sounding like he�s preparing to VETO it... 



What do we know right now?



Sponsor of the bill state Senator Mike Green is saying he�s heard the Governor is planning to veto it�



Knew the Gov was not happy with it before



Skeptic last week but the events on Fri just reinforced his thinking



6000+ yesterday at noon; More than 20,000 by today � 70 percent opposition

Stateside: Democratic and Republican Parties New Year Plans - Saul Anuzis and Debbie Dingell
Broadcast on 2012-12-18 at 3:00PM; Duration: 18:30.  So! The lame-duck session is over in Lansing. And, as state 
lawmakers take a holiday-time breather...there’s no doubt they’re thinking about and planning for next 
month---when there will be some new faces in the State House for the New Year. 



And...even further out: to 2014. That’s when ALL the seats in both the state House and Senate are up for 
election....along with Governor Rick Snyder, Attorney General Bill Schuette....Secretary of State Ruth 
Johnson....and Michigan’s entire Congressional delegation.



Let’s talk to a couple of KEY players in the Democratic and Republican parties in Michigan ....about what both 
parties should be focusing on....and doing to gear up for the New Year.



Saul Anuzis is the former Chairman of the Michigan Republican Party. He�s joining us from New Yor....and Debbie 
Dingell is a Democratic National Committeewoman...AND President of D2 Strategies� she�s currently in 
Washington D.C.



Welcome to you both!!

Jack Lessenberry: What’s Going on in State Politics (2)
Broadcast on 2012-12-19 at 7:50AM; Duration: 2:45.  It’s Wednesday, the morning we speak with Michigan 
Radio’s Political Analyst Jack Lessenberry about what’s going on in state politics.



Governor Rick Snyder vetoed the bill that would lessen restrictions on where guns could be carried in the state. He 
says the shooting in Connecticut influenced his decision.



Do you think he would have done the same if the shooting in Connecticut didn’t happen?
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Section II: Responsive Programs (Continued)

8. Government (Continued):

ATC: Susan Demas and Ken Sikkema on Legislative Activity in Michigan’s Lame Duck Session
Broadcast on 2012-12-13 at 4:45PM; Duration: 4:15.  It�s All Things Considered�



This lame duck session of the Michigan legislature has been moving at pretty brisk pace. In addition to the passage 
and signing of so called �right to work� legislation�the Republican majorities in the state House and Senate have a 
number of other bills on the agenda. They include a package of abortion related bills and a new emergency manager 
bill that would replace the one overturned by Michigan voters last month. We�re joined now by Susan Demas, 
political analyst for Michigan Information and Research Service, and Ken Sikkema, former Senate Majority Leader 
and Senior Policy Fellow at Public Sector Consultants.



Ken, I want to start with you�you served in the legislature, has this much legislative activity taken place in a lame 
duck session within your memory? We�re talking about some major changes in Michigan law�

9. Labor Relations:

Proposal 2
Broadcast on 2012-11-01 at 6:35AM, 8:35AM and 4:24PM; Duration 3:42.  Voters in Michigan could make some 
big changes to the Michigan Constitution on November 6th.



They�ll decide on 5 proposed amendments to Michigan�s guiding legal document.



Proposal 2 would enshrine collective bargaining rights in the state Constitution.



Michigan Radio�s Mark Brush reports, people who support Proposal 2 say they�re just trying to protect workers� 
rights.

Stateside: Harley Shaiken on Attitudes toward Labor
Broadcast on 2012-11-13 at 3:00PM; Duration: 18:30.  It used to be�.growing up in Michigan probably meant 
chances were good that somebody in your circle of family or friends belonged to a labor union. 



I can still see the Iron Cross symbol of the Firefighter�s Union on the sticker that my Dad put on our �59 Chevy 
Impala station wagon. Friends of mine had Dads who were with the UAW�or the International Brotherhood of 
Electrical Workers.



But, in 2012 - times are challenging for labor unions: corporate and civic belt-tightening has resulted in lost jobs, 
give-backs and lower wages. 



And, just a week ago, Michigan voters rejected Proposal Two. A ballot question that would have guaranteed 
collective bargaining rights in the state constitution.



Professor Harley Shaiken has closely studied labor and labor union and he joins us now from the campus of U-C 
Berkeley. Welcome to Stateside:

Jack Lessenberry: Staggering Amounts of Money Spent on Statewide Ballot Proposals
Broadcast on 2012-10-29 at 1:30PM; Duration: 2:55.  Figures compiled last week show that various interest groups 
have spent staggering amounts of money backing and opposing the various statewide ballot proposals. Michigan 
Radio�s political analyst Jack Lessenberry has been thinking about what that means.
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Section II: Responsive Programs (Continued)

9. Labor Relations (Continued):

Stateside: Education Reforms
Broadcast on 2012-12-04 at 3:00PM; Duration: 12:00.  And, we’re talking education reforms... we’ll talk to a 
School superintendent who has been vocal in her opposition to education reform proposals and bills that are 
currently spinning around Lansing. Also, spinning around the Capitol this hour: Rick Pluta - Michigan Public Radio 
Network’s Lansing Bureau Chief. We are in the MIDDLE of a busy lame duck session. Rick... you’re keeping an 
eye on all of it... Let’s start with one of the biggest issues of the session... an issue that isn’t really even ON the 
agenda: Right to work... what’s the latest??

Rick Pluta on Right to Work
Broadcast on 2012-12-04 at 6:24PM; Duration: 3:12.  The question hanging over the state Capitol is whether the 
Legislature will take up a so-called �right-to-work� bill during its lame duck session. Activists on both sides of the 
issue are showing up in force to lobby lawmakers. 

	

More from Michigan Public Radio�s Rick Pluta.

Stateside: Rick Pluta and Zoe Clark on Right to Work Legislation
Broadcast on 2012-12-06 at 3:00PM; Duration: 12:00.  But first.... to Lansing:

Governor Snyder announced today � along with the Majority leaders of the state House and Senate - that Right to 
work bills WILL be introduced into the state Legislature. 



The legislation � being called the "Workplace Equity And Fairness Act," - would cover ALL workers in the state � 
so, that means both public and private � EXCEPT for police officers and firefighters. 



Essentially � this means union membership will now be voluntary. It allows workers at unionized companies to 
opt-out of paying membership dues.



Protestors have filled the halls and the Rotunda of the state Capitol� as lawmakers prepare to vote on the measures.



Joining me now is Zoe Clark and Rick Pluta � the co-hosts of It�s Just Politics� here on Michigan Radio� to take a 
look at what is going on in Lansing�



Rick� you are on the ground�. In Lansing: After weeks of speculation that Right to Work could be introduced� it is 
here. Bring us up to date�
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Section II: Responsive Programs (Continued)

9. Labor Relations (Continued):

Stateside: Jim Holcomb (Michigan Chamber of Commerce) on Right to Work
Broadcast on 2012-12-06 at 3:00PM; Duration: 18:30.  Michigan State Police say they have used chemical spray on 
right-to-work protesters who to tried rush into the Senate chamber at the state Capitol.



Eight people were arrested for resisting and obstructing when they tried to rush past two troopers guarding the 
Senate door. The troopers used chemical spray after the people refused to obey orders to stop.



An inspector at the State Capitol says the capitol has been temporarily closed because of concerns for the safety of 
people and the building. He estimated about 2,500 visitors were at the Capitol.



The inspector says the building wasn’t at capacity but protesters were heavily concentrated in a few areas.



We’re looking at what right to work will mean to Michigan....its workers...and its businesses. How will we feel its 
impact on our state...and its economy?



This past Monday...the Michigan Chamber of Commerce announced it was throwing its weight BEHIND right to 
work. 



We turn now to Jim Holcomb with the Michigan Chamber of Commerce.

Stateside: Dale Belman on Right to Work
Broadcast on 2012-12-06 at 3:00PM; Duration: 18:30.  This is stateside. I’m Cynthia Canty. We’re looking at what 
right to work will mean to Michigan and its impact on our state...and its economy. We turn now to Dale Belman ... 
Professor in the School of Labor and Industrial Relations at Michigan State University.



So here is a great divide...what do you see ahead for our state now that one side has CLEARLY lost and one side has 
CLEARLY won?

Morning Edition: Right-to-work bill
Broadcast on 2012-12-05 at 5:35AM and 7:35AM; Duration 3:12.  The question hanging over the state Capitol is 
whether the Legislature will take up a so-called �right-to-work� bill during its lame duck session. Activists on both 
sides of the issue are showing up in force to lobby lawmakers. 

	

More from Michigan Public Radio�s Rick Pluta.

Jack Lessenberry: What’s Going on in State Politics
Broadcast on 2012-12-05 at 7:51AM; Duration: 4:02.  It’s Wednesday, the morning we speak with Michigan 
Radio’s Political Analyst Jack Lessenberry about what’s going on in state politics.



The state legislature is in the final weeks of its lame duck session.



Governor Rick Snyder met with Republican legislative leaders yesterday about a right-to-work bill ... and afterwards 
he said it *is* on the agenda - at least for discussion - but he wouldn’t say whether legislation would be taken up by 
year’s end.



A right to work bill would limiit unions’ ability to collect fees from nonunion workers.



Snyder won’t say publicly what he’d do if a right to work bill reaches his desk.



Why is he remaining non-commital?
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Section II: Responsive Programs (Continued)

9. Labor Relations (Continued):

ATC: Passions Grew Hot as Lawmakers Debated Right to Work Legislation
Broadcast on 2012-12-06 at 4:14PM; Duration: 2:31.  Passions grew hot inside the state capitol building in Lansing 
as lawmakers debated Right to Work legislation. 



As Michigan Radio�s Steve Carmody reports�those passions also spilled into Lansing�s streets..
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[Hundreds of union members and their supporters spent much of the day milling around the state capitol 
grounds�unable to get into the building itself�.and unwilling to leave.

 

After a while�.a decision was reached to take their protest away from the politicians voting on the Right to Work 
legislation�.and to the group they blame for it being on the agenda in the first place�.the Michigan Chamber of 
Commerce�

ATC: Jack Lessenberry, Historical Perspective of the Union in Michigan
Broadcast on 2012-12-06 at 5:14PM; Duration: 3:57.  Governor Rick Snyder and leaders of the Republican led state 
House and Senate announced plans to introduce so called �Right to Work� legislation today. The House passed the 
legislation this afternoon and it’s now on it’s way to the state Senate.



While police and firefighters are excluded from the legislation, it would prohibit contracts that require union 
membership and ban the requirement that union dues be paid for all other public and private workers. Clearly, this 
marks a major shift in direction for the state of Michigan. Here to give us some historical perspective is Michigan 
Radio�s political analyst, Jack Lessenberry.



Jack, how long is the history of the union here in Michigan�we�re talking about a legacy of how many decades?
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9. Labor Relations (Continued):

Jack Lessenberry: Reflections on one of the Most Momentous Weeks in Years in Lansing
Broadcast on 2012-12-08 at 9:26AM; Duration: 3:33.  In Lansing, this was one of the most momentous weeks in 
years. Michigan Radio�s political analyst Jack Lessenberry reflects:
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[outcute: . . . only time will tell]. 



[ If you were writing a novel about politics, you couldn�t make this up. Last month a Democratic President was 
re-elected, easily carrying Michigan by almost half a million votes.



The same day, the state�s voters reelected a liberal Democratic Senator by almost a million votes, and Democrats 
gained seats in the legislature. Exactly one month to the day later, this same state passed laws destroying the union 
shop, and making Michigan a right to work state. 



Did I think I would ever see this in my lifetime? Absolutely not. But then, I never counted on a black president, 
General Motors going bankrupt, or Pontiac going out of business.

ATC: Commentator Keith Oppenheim on the Right to Work Legislation Debate
Broadcast on 2012-12-10 at 5:45PM; Duration: 2:59.  The battle over so called "right to work" legislation has 
generated intense reactions, but is there a middle ground?



Commentator Keith Oppenheim [Oppen-Hyme] is making the case for something he says has been lacking in this 
debate � moderation.

Morning Edition: Interview with Governor Rick Snyder
Broadcast on 2012-12-11 at 8:35AM; Duration: 4:05.  Michigan lawmakers are set to reconvene today for what 
could be the final votes on right-to-work legislation. 



If passed, Michigan would become the 24th right-to-work state, banning unions from collecting mandatory fees 
from nonunion workers. 



Governor Rick Snyder says he will sign the legislation.



The governor is on the line to talk about Right to work... 



Governor, for months - years, really - you’ve said right-to-work was too divisive. 



Within a VERY quick period, you went from "too divisive" to agreeing that it’s the right thing for Michigan’s 
economy. 



What changed your mind?
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9. Labor Relations (Continued):

Morning Edition: Legislature Republicans Ready to send "Right-to-Work" bills to Governor Snyder
Broadcast on 2012-12-10 at 5:35AM and 7:35AM; Duration 3:58.  There�s plenty of drama expected this week in 
Lansing as Republicans in the Legislature appear ready to send to Governor Rick Snyder bills that would make 
Michigan a so-called �right-to-work� state. 



Michigan Public Radio�s Rick Pluta reports.
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[The next chapter in this drama will open this morning with a conference call between a judge and the litigants in a 
lawsuit that�s trying to stop or at least slow down the �right-to-work� momentum in Lansing.



Union activist Robert Davis filed the lawsuit late last week against the state House of Representatives. He wants the 
judge to rule the Legislature violated the state�s open meetings law last Thursday when it continued to meet and vote 
as the Capitol was closed for several hours to keep out demonstrators.

Morning Edition: Passions Grew Hot as Lawmakers Debated Right to Work Legislation
Broadcast on 2012-12-07 at 6:41AM and 8:41AM; Duration 2:31.  Passions grew hot inside the state capitol 
building in Lansing as lawmakers debated Right to Work legislation. 



As Michigan Radio�s Steve Carmody reports�those passions also spilled into Lansing�s streets..
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[Hundreds of union members and their supporters spent much of the day milling around the state capitol 
grounds�unable to get into the building itself�.and unwilling to leave.

 

After a while�.a decision was reached to take their protest away from the politicians voting on the Right to Work 
legislation�.and to the group they blame for it being on the agenda in the first place�.the Michigan Chamber of 
Commerce�

ATC: Katie Oppenheim Interview (Right to Work)
Broadcast on 2012-12-11 at 4:55PM; Duration: 4:36.  With Michigan poised to become the country�s 24th so call 
Right to Work state�thousands of protestors have flooded the state capital to demonstrate against the legislation. We 
talk now with Katie Oppenheim, a registered nurse, and president of the University of Michigan’s nurses union. 
She’s also with the Michigan Nurses Association�Katie, welcome to the program.
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Section II: Responsive Programs (Continued)

9. Labor Relations (Continued):

Stateside: Right-to-Work Update, Lessenberry/Howes, Part 1
Broadcast on 2012-12-10 at 3:00PM; Duration: 12:00.  But first... What a week it was. On Thursday, right to work 
was introduced in both the state House and Senate. 



After months (years, really) of Governor Snyder saying the issue was "not on his agenda", that it was �Too 
divisive�... he now says he WILL sign Right-to-work bills into law.. 



Protestors poured into the State Capitol on Thursday�.and thousands are vowing to be there tomorrow when more 
votes are expected to take place.



Let�s try to put this into context as we turn to Michigan Radio�s political analyst Jack Lessenberry�and, Detroit News 
business columnist Daniel Howes.



Daniel... I want to start with you... the sense of history here is really overwhelming�the idea of Michigan going Right 
To Work. 

What�s your sense of what this will mean for our state?

Stateside: Right-to-Work Update, Lessenberry/Howes, Part 2
Broadcast on 2012-12-10 at 3:00PM; Duration: 18:30.  Welcome back to Stateside, I’m Cynthia Canty... and we’re 
talking with Michigan Radio’s Political Analyst Jack Lessenberry and Detroit News Business Columnist Daniel 
Howes about the impact of the state Legislature taking up Right to work bills... and, of course, Governor Snyder 
saying that, when they hit his desk, he will sign them...



And, Jack... I want to turn to the relationship, now, between labor and The Democratic Party here in Michigan. What 
do you think - in the face of the very likely prospect that Michigan will become the 24th Right to work state.... what 
do you think Union leaders and Democrats will do... or should do next? Do they go from defense to offense?

Stateside: Craig Ruff on Right-to-Work Legislation Quickness
Broadcast on 2012-12-10 at 3:00PM; Duration: 18:30.  Picking up now on the comments from Jack about the WAY 
in which the Right To Work bills rocketed through the State House and Senate: the word "steamroller" has been 
used in many columns and editorials.



The speed at which Republicans moved through this most controversial of issues  meant there were no hearings... no 
public comments.



Craig Ruff has seen a legislative battle or two...or three...during his 11 years working for Governor WIlliam 
Milliken and Lt Governor James Brickley. He’s now a senior policy fellow at Public Sector Consultants.... Craig - 
welcome!!!

Stateside: Rick Pluta on Inside the State Capitol
Broadcast on 2012-12-11 at 3:00PM; Duration: 12:00.  With votes today by the state House... Michigan is poised to 
become the nation’s 24th so-called Right-to-work state. 



The legislation goes next to Governor Snyder... he says he will sign the bills into law. 



On today’s show: we’ll speak with Bob King - President of the United Auto Workers... and we’ll take the 
temperature of Michiganders - are we ready for Right to work??



But, first, let’s begin INSIDE the Capitol building... Michigan Public Radio’s Rick Pluta is there... What’s the 
latest?
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9. Labor Relations (Continued):

Stateside: Bob King Responds to Governor Snyder on Right to Work Legislation
Broadcast on 2012-12-11 at 3:00PM; Duration: 18:30.  The big story today of course being the legislature passing 
bills to make Michigan the 24th so called Right to Work state. This morning on Michigan Radio Governor Snyder 
said that he believes this legislation will bring jobs to Michigan and it would give workers the right to make choices 
about unions.
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We wanted to get a response to that from one of Michigan’s most visible union leaders: Bob King, president of the 
United Auto Workers Union..



How do you respond to Governor Snyder when he says Right To Work will challenge unions to serve their members 
better...

Stateside: Lester Graham on ALEC (American Legislative Exchange Council)
Broadcast on 2012-12-11 at 3:00PM; Duration: 18:30.  Okay, so, we just heard UAW President Bob King point a 
finger of blame at "ALEC",  "The Koch Brothers" ...and Michigan’s DeVos family for fueling the drive to make 
Michigan the 24th Right To Work State.



Michigan Radio investigative reporter Lester Graham has reported on both ALEC and the Koch Brothers...and we 
turn to him to learn a bit more about what is going on here.



Lester, let’s start with ALEC. Just who or what is The American Legislative Exchange Council?

Stateside: Tim Bos on Right to Work Legislation
Broadcast on 2012-12-12 at 3:00PM; Duration: 18:30.  This is Stateside. I’m Cynthia Canty. Throughout the week 
on Michigan Radio, we’ve heard the voices of those speaking out FOR and AGAINST right-to-work. Yesterday, on 
the program, we heard from U-A-W President Bob King. Today, we’re talking with Tim Bos... a driving force in 
getting right-to-work passed in Michigan.



Tim is neither a business owner, nor a lawmaker. In fact, he was a UAW member for 17 years. He grew up in a 
union family, the son of an autoworker.



He is a staunch supporter of Right To Work....and believes that it means good things ahead for Michigan.



Tim - welcome:

Stateside: Rick Haglund on Right to Work Exemptions
Broadcast on 2012-12-19 at 3:00PM; Duration: 18:30.  As Michigan made history by becoming the 24th Right To 
Work state....there was a group that did NOT find itself covered by the new law: police officers and firefighters.



Just why DID state lawmakers choose to exempt police and fire from Right To Work?



Rick Haglund of Bridge Magazine looked into that question...and he joins us now.



Hello Rick!
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9. Labor Relations (Continued):

Jack Lessenberry: Some of the Top Regional News Stories of the Week
Broadcast on 2012-12-15 at 9:34AM; Duration: 2:17.  It’s Weekend Edition on Michigan Radio, your NPR news 
station.  Good morning, I’m Rina Miller and joining us now is political analyst Jack Lessenberry with a look at some 
of the top regional news stories of the week.



It was all about lame ducks in Lansing this week.  The issue that drew the most attention, of course, was the 
so-called "Right to Work" law, which was immediately signed by Governor Snyder. Can we expect this is a done 
deal ... or is this law vulnerable to challenges, Jack?

10. Legal System/Court Cases:

Stateside: Marijuana Update - Lindsey Smith
Broadcast on 2012-11-08 at 3:00PM; Duration: 12:00.  On Election Day, voters in some Michigan cities said 
"Yes....to POT".



Michigan Radio reporter Lindsay Smith joins us... Hi Lindsey...

Stateside: Changing Attitudes Toward Marijuana?
Broadcast on 2012-11-08 at 3:00PM; Duration: 12:00.  Meanwhile, voters in Colorado and Washington legalized 
the recreational use of pot on Tuesday.



But Colorado’s Governor had a warning for anyone planning to spark up at home to celebrate. In the words of 
Governor John Hickenlooper: "Federal law still says marijuana is an illegal drug, so don’t break out the Cheetos or 
Goldfish too quickly". 



And that is certainly the case in Detroit, Flint and Grand Rapids....despite the newly passed proposals making small 
amounts of recreational pot OK to possess.



So, what does this disparity mean for police and city officials....and for people who want to smoke pot?



Joining us now is David Uhlmann. He’s with the University of Michigan Law school and is a former Federal 
Prosecutor... David welcome...



What does it really mean now that these laws have been passed around the state?

Michigan Supreme Court Races
Broadcast on 2012-11-05 at 5:35AM and 7:35AM; Duration 4:03.  There are three races this year for spots on the 
Michigan Supreme Court. 



Two incumbents are running, and there�s one open seat.



The Republican and Democratic parties spend (m) millions of dollars to get their candidates elected to the state�s 
highest court � even though they are on the non-partisan part of the ballot.  



We have more from Michigan Public Radio�s Rick Pluta.
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Section II: Responsive Programs (Continued)

10. Legal System/Court Cases (Continued):

Stoner Election Round Up
Broadcast on 2012-11-07 at 4:04PM; and on 2012-11-08 at 5:04AM, 6:04AM and 7:04AM; Duration 1:00.  Several 
Michigan cities passed proposals on Tuesday to ease legal restrictions on marijuana. Michigan Radio�s Lindsey 
Smith reports.



[Cart No: <Cuts> SMITHstonerroundup.wav

Time: 47s
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[People in Detroit, Flint and Grand Rapids voted overwhelmingly to make small amounts of marijuana okay to 
possess under city law. I�m not talking about the medical stuff here, this is just regular old pot.

Flint Pot
Broadcast on 2012-11-08 at 8:33AM; Duration: 1:00.  Flint city leaders say they plan to ignore a vote Tuesday by 
city residents to decriminalize small amounts of marijuana.



Michigan Radio�s Steve Carmody reports.



[CutID: <Cuts> CARMODY wr flintpot.wav

Time: 45s
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Out-cue: ][Supporters of the ballot measure say allowing people over the age of 19 to legally possess up to an ounce 
of marijuana would free up Flint�s overburdened police department to focus on violent crime.



But city leaders describe Tuesday�s vote as �symbolic��.insisting it does not �decriminalize� pot in the city of Flint.

Stateside: Eminent Domain
Broadcast on 2012-12-04 at 3:00PM; Duration: 18:30.  Eminent Domain. Those two words have been at the very 
heart of some highly emotional disputes over the years in our state. In 1981�42-hundred people, 140 businesses, six 
churches and one hospital had to go to make way for the General Motors Hamtramck Assembly Plant�known as �The 
Poletown Plant�. 



More recent headlines have centered around Enbridge Energy, which must replace one of its key pipelines that runs 
through Lower Michigan�285 miles of new pipeline needed to replace the one that ruptured and caused an oil spill in 
July 2010. 



Michigan Radio�s Rebecca Williams reported on this during the Fall, on The Environment Report: even though the 
oil that will eventually be carried through the pipeline is needed by many, there are people who must shoulder an 
extra burden to make way for the new pipeline. Enbridge took homeowners to court. And, although some people 
signed a contract with the company, Connie Watson and her husband Tom did not.

Legislation - Private Adoption Agencies
Broadcast on 2012-11-27 at 5:45PM; Duration: 04:18.  Legislation would give private adoption agencies the legal 
right to turn down prospective parents for any moral or religious reason.  That�s what�s in a pair of bills being 
considered by lawmakers in Lansing. Lester Graham with Michigan Watch was at the hearing and has this report.
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10. Legal System/Court Cases (Continued):

Morning Edition: Legislature Republicans Ready to send "Right-to-Work" bills to Governor Snyder
Broadcast on 2012-12-10 at 5:35AM and 7:35AM; Duration 3:58.  There�s plenty of drama expected this week in 
Lansing as Republicans in the Legislature appear ready to send to Governor Rick Snyder bills that would make 
Michigan a so-called �right-to-work� state. 



Michigan Public Radio�s Rick Pluta reports.
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[The next chapter in this drama will open this morning with a conference call between a judge and the litigants in a 
lawsuit that�s trying to stop or at least slow down the �right-to-work� momentum in Lansing.



Union activist Robert Davis filed the lawsuit late last week against the state House of Representatives. He wants the 
judge to rule the Legislature violated the state�s open meetings law last Thursday when it continued to meet and vote 
as the Capitol was closed for several hours to keep out demonstrators.

11. Public Health/Medicine:

Proposal 2
Broadcast on 2012-11-01 at 6:35AM, 8:35AM and 4:24PM; Duration 3:42.  Voters in Michigan could make some 
big changes to the Michigan Constitution on November 6th.



They�ll decide on 5 proposed amendments to Michigan�s guiding legal document.



Proposal 2 would enshrine collective bargaining rights in the state Constitution.



Michigan Radio�s Mark Brush reports, people who support Proposal 2 say they�re just trying to protect workers� 
rights.

Stateside: Beaumont and Henry Ford Health Systems to Merge
Broadcast on 2012-10-31 at 3:00PM; Duration: 12:00.  Beaumont and Henry Ford Health systems announced plans 
today to merge into one non-profit health care system.



It�s a blockbuster move that pairs two of southeast Michigan�s three largest health systems.  In full disclosure, I 
have, in the past, done some work with Beaumont Health System. So, Michigan Radio’s Sarah Cwiek has the story 
for you...
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Section II: Responsive Programs (Continued)

11. Public Health/Medicine (Continued):

Stateside: Medical Marijuana
Broadcast on 2012-10-31 at 3:00PM; Duration: 18:30.  It has been just about four years since Michigan voters 
approved the use of marijuana in our state for MEDICAL purposes....and, approved it by a pretty hefty percentage: 
63%!! 



So, Michigan became 1 of 17 states permitting medical marijuana use. 



The law removed state-level criminal penalties for using, possessing and growing marijuana by and for patients 
whose doctors have OKd the medical use of marijuana.



In the ensuing four years...there seems to have been what is arguably a lot of confusion for patients and the medical 
marijuana industry...the ones who are growing and providing the marijuana...



So we wanted to take a look at where things stand today for medical marijuana...and what the future looks like here 
in Michigan if you are someone who wants to use marijuana to alleviate pain, or debilitating symptoms.



Joining us now....From Lansing is State Senator Rick Jones...of the 24th district...and that includes Allegan, Barry 
and Eaton counties. For our listeners who may not know Senator Jones’s background, he spent 33 years in law 
enforcement, including more than 30 years with the Eaton County Sheriff’s Department.



And we’re also joined by attorney Matthew Abel...who has been defending clients facing marijuana charges for the 
past 20-some years...and is a leader in the movement to legalize marijuana. He is also the statewide director or the 
National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws, or NORML.



Welcome to both you!

Stateside: Marijuana Update - Lindsey Smith
Broadcast on 2012-11-08 at 3:00PM; Duration: 12:00.  On Election Day, voters in some Michigan cities said 
"Yes....to POT".



Michigan Radio reporter Lindsay Smith joins us... Hi Lindsey...

Stateside: Changing Attitudes Toward Marijuana?
Broadcast on 2012-11-08 at 3:00PM; Duration: 12:00.  Meanwhile, voters in Colorado and Washington legalized 
the recreational use of pot on Tuesday.



But Colorado’s Governor had a warning for anyone planning to spark up at home to celebrate. In the words of 
Governor John Hickenlooper: "Federal law still says marijuana is an illegal drug, so don’t break out the Cheetos or 
Goldfish too quickly". 



And that is certainly the case in Detroit, Flint and Grand Rapids....despite the newly passed proposals making small 
amounts of recreational pot OK to possess.



So, what does this disparity mean for police and city officials....and for people who want to smoke pot?



Joining us now is David Uhlmann. He’s with the University of Michigan Law school and is a former Federal 
Prosecutor... David welcome...



What does it really mean now that these laws have been passed around the state?
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Section II: Responsive Programs (Continued)

11. Public Health/Medicine (Continued):

Seeking Change: McMillan on Food Industry
Broadcast on 2012-11-05 at 6:35AM and 8:50AM; Duration 3:08.  We’ll continue our Seeking Change series, now.



Tracie McMillan is a journalist who went undercover to find out why we eat the way we do in America, and what it 
would take for everyone to eat well in this country. 



To learn more about the food industry, she lived and worked in 3 different communities across the country, 
including Detroit. 



She wrote about her experiences in her book, "The American Way of Eating: Undercover at Walmart, Applebee’s, 
Farm Fields and the Dinner Table." 



She says we need to ensure that QUALITY, healthy foods are available in all neighborhoods.



Tracie, you wanted to learn about the food industry, and to see how someone could eat healthful foods on a working 
class wage.  



Were those your goals?

Michigan Politics: Ken Sikkema & Susan Demas
Broadcast on 2012-11-29 at 4:54PM; Duration: 4:55.  It�s All Things Considered. I’m Jenn White.



Each week we take a look at Michigan politics with Ken Sikkema, former senate majority leader and senior policy 
fellow at Public Sector Consultants, and Susan Demas, political analyst for Michigan Information and Research 
Service.



Ken, Susan, this morning the House GOP Health Policy Committee voted against legislation to establish a state run 
health care exchange. The health care exchanges are a requirement of the federal affordable care act�Governor 
Snyder has been pushing for a state run exchange as opposed to a federal one�Susan, give us a rundown on how this 
vote played out?

Morning Edition: Medigap Feature
Broadcast on 2012-12-07 at 6:45AM and 8:45AM; Duration 4:35.  A lot of Michigan seniors are NOT happy with 
some of the proposed changes to Blue Cross Blue Shield.



The legislature is overhauling Blue Cross, changing it from a charity to a tax-paying business. 



But some seniors say it could make their healthcare bills skyrocket, or even take away some of their health insurance 
all together. Michigan Radio’s Kate Wells reports.

ATC: Katie Oppenheim Interview (Right to Work)
Broadcast on 2012-12-11 at 4:55PM; Duration: 4:36.  With Michigan poised to become the country�s 24th so call 
Right to Work state�thousands of protestors have flooded the state capital to demonstrate against the legislation. We 
talk now with Katie Oppenheim, a registered nurse, and president of the University of Michigan’s nurses union. 
She’s also with the Michigan Nurses Association�Katie, welcome to the program.
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11. Public Health/Medicine (Continued):

ATC: Peter Jacobson on Controversial Michigan Bills
Broadcast on 2012-12-12 at 4:44PM; Duration: 4:42.  The lame duck session in the Michigan legislature has been 
the most active in recent memory. While so called Right to Work legislation, signed by Governor Snyder yesterday, 
has gotten the most attention there are a number of other controversial bills working their way through the 
legislature. They include a bill that would allow health care providers, facilities, or insurers deny service based on 
religious, moral or ethical objections. The providers would have to provide service only in emergency situations. 



Peter Jacobson is Professor of Health Law and Policy at the University of Michigan School of Public Health. 
Professor Jacobson, welcome to the program.

State of Opportunity: The Effect of Stress and Trauma on Military Kids
Broadcast on 2012-12-19 at 6:35AM and 8:35AM; Duration 4:09.  We�ve been hearing a lot about the effect of 
stress and trauma on kids the last few days. 



It can have a profound effect on kids, getting them labeled as �at risk� youth and causing problems down the line. 



As Michigan Radio�s Sarah Alvarez explains, one group of kids that endure this stress and trauma on a regular basis 
is those with parents in the military.  
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This story was informed by the Public Insight Network



Support for State of Opportunity comes from the W.K. Kellogg Foundation, a partner with communities where 
children come first.

12. Social Policy/Welfare:

State of Opportunity: Poverty Measure
Broadcast on 2012-11-21 at 6:35AM, 8:35AM and 5:45PM; Duration 4:29.  With holiday baking, actually 
measuring the ingredients can help avoid a cooking crisis. But disaster in the kitchen is one thing. What if the thing 
being measured wrong is poverty? Michigan Radio�s Sarah Alvarez looks into how the way we measure poverty 
might threaten programs that people depend on.

Welfare
Broadcast on 2012-11-27 at 8:50AM and 4:44PM; Duration 3:36.  This past year the Snyder administration put new 
restrictions on the time families can receive cash assistance. 



Fifteen-thousand families have been cut off from that part of welfare.



It’s generally used to pay rent and utilities. 



Michigan Watch and the online magazine, Bridge, have spent the last year looking into the effects of those policies. 



Those who�ve lost cash assistance say the state is forgetting about the children who are affected.



 Lester Graham reports.
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12. Social Policy/Welfare (Continued):

Flint Fire Shelter
Broadcast on 2012-12-23 at 2:04PM, 4:04PM, 5:04PM and 6:04PM; and on 2012-12-24 at 5:04AM, 6:04AM, 
7:04AM and 8:04AM; Duration 01:00.  Fire stations across the state are being left abandoned as fire departments 
shrink and consolidate.



Now a man hopes to transform one of those vacant stations in Flint into a homeless shelter.



John Bone says he’s transforming an eye sore into a place where up to 100 people in need can find a bed and a 
shower.



Bone’s aunt bought the property several years ago. She GAVE him the station in November. 



And Bone was unemployed at the time.

13. Transportation:

Michigan Watch: Proposal 5 Ads
Broadcast on 2012-11-02 at 5:35AM, 7:35AM and 4:20PM; Duration 3:02.  Political ads are filling the airwaves, 
but it�s not always easy to know what is true and what is not. Lester Graham with Michigan Watch has teamed up 
with the Center for Michigan�s Truth Squad to sort it out. Today they look at Proposal 5 ads. That�s the proposal 
requiring a two-thirds majority of the legislature or a vote of the people for any state tax increase.

Stateside: Texting and Driving
Broadcast on 2012-11-14 at 3:00PM; Duration: 18:30.  REASK: We’re talking about why we keep talking on the 
phone and texting while we drive even though we know we shouldn’t. Sonari Glinton reported on the issue for NPR. 
And Paul Green is with us. He’s a researcher who studies distracted driving.  So what do you think it says about us 
as a society that we have put such inordinate amount of emphasis on staying in touch and using that smart phone 
even as we are driving along at 70 miles per hour on the freeway?

Bonnie Raffael on Kelsey’s Law (Senate Bill 756)
Broadcast on 2012-12-04 at 4:24PM; Duration: 4:28.  Tomorrow, Senate Bill 756, also known as Kelsey�s Law, will 
be discussed in a House Transportation Committee Hearing. The bill, passed by the Senate earlier this year, would 
ban novice teen drivers from talking on the cell phone while driving. The bill�s major campaigner is Bonnie Raffael 
and she has a very personal connection to this bill and she joins us now. 



Bonnie, welcome to the program!
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13. Transportation (Continued):

Stateside: Mass Transit
Broadcast on 2012-12-19 at 3:00PM; Duration: 18:30.  It hits you whenever you visit Chicago....or Toronto....New 
York....Washington:  how you’re able to get around the city...without a car...without having to fork over big bucks 
for downtown parking....all for the price of a subway or a bus ticket.



Then you come home to Michigan’s major cities...where a subway system is but a dream...and buses MAY..or may 
NOT roll up or be able to get you to where you want to go.



The southeast Michigan region didn’t even have a regional authority until very, very recently when  the lame-duck  
legislature passed Senate Bill 909 to create a Southeast Michigan Regional Transit Authority. 



The new law includes Wayne, Oakland, Macomb and Washtenaw counties in the new transportation authority, 
which will be overseen by a 10-member appointed board.



WHY is Michigan so far behind when it comes to mass transit?



Adie Tomer is  a Senior Research Associate at the Brookings Institution...a Washington-based think tank...and he 
joins us now. Thanks for joining us!


